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Grade 11 – Term 2 – Exam ( Units 7+8+9+10+11+12)  الحادي عشر  

A: Read the text then do the tasks below: 
    From krill to great whales, creatures which live in the ocean are subject to countless threats, most of 

which are anthropogenic in origin. Though the oceans may seem endless, they are not considerably 

flexible. Humans have interacted with the oceans for millennia, but the past several centuries have seen a 

dramatic acceleration in our influence, as we have become more industrialised. Energy exploration and 

development, pollution, coastal development, and ocean noise and collisions from increased ship traffic 

are all having dramatic impacts on marine life. Destructive and unsustainable fishing operations and trade 

in marine species create a serious threat to the ocean’s biodiversity. Sharks, the most dangerous 

predators key to healthy ecosystems, have faced steep declines due to years of harsh exploitation, 

including the brutal practice of fishing them. 

1- Most of the oceans' threats are ..... generated .      a. natural    b. animals     c. human    d. none of all 

2- Related to sea or oceans life.                                  a. endless     b. century      c. marine      d. origin 

3- " them " refers to the :                                           a. predators     b. ecosystems    c. oceans      d. sharks 

4- A predator is an animal which eat grass and leaves.    T / F 

5- ......... impact on marine life .               a. pollution    b. energy exploration  c. ship traffic   d. both a.b&c. 

B-Choose the correct answer (a/b/c or d) 
6- Recycling is an important part of the ... of resources. 

a. conserve   b. conserved   c. conservation  d. conserver   

7- People should avoid ................ a lot of money 

a. spend     b. spending    c. to spend    d. spent 
8- My father encouraged me ..… hard before the exam. 

a. study    b. to study     c. studying     d. studies 

9- Twenty one divided by three plus five equals 

a. twelve     b. seven     c. eleven      d. hundred  

10- My little brother is very good at ...... arithematic. 

a. mentality    b. mental     c. line      d. linear  
11- You look pale. You ..........  go to school today. 

a. couldn't     b. must      c. should      d. shouldn't  

12- She said she ......... and see me on Friday. 
a. will come   b. will came    c. would come   d. would came 

13- We ........ take an umbrella. It's not going to rain. 

a. don't have to  b. mustn't  c. shouldn't  d. should 

14- Carla ............ brownies once a week. 

a. is baking    b. has baked    c. bake    d. bakes  

15- You need some money. make your father a 

polite request. ............... giving me some money? 

a. Be careful about        b. You must  

c. would you mind        d. Why don’t you  
16- The Times ...... a well-known newspaper all over the world. 

a. is           b. are          c. have         d. has  

17- If he had GPRS, he .......... the way. 
a. will find    b. would find   c. would have found   d. find 

18-  She asked me what ....... done with the student. 

a.  had I      b.  have I     c. I have      d. I had  
19- Tareq weighs more than a hundred kilograms. 

He is very ....  a. fat   b. obese    c. angry    d. furious   

20- Although it's raining at the moment, It … tomorrow. 

a. could be nice.                      b. must be nice.     

c. couldn't be nicer.                d. can't be nice .    
C- Write correct questions to complete the 
following dialogue:  
21- Adam : ………………..………………………………… ? 

Batool : The sun is located in the center of the 

solar system. 

22- Adam : ……………..…………………………………… ? 
Batool: Our Solar system contains eleven planets. 

23- Adam : ……..…………………………………………… ? 

Batool: Mercury is the closest planet to the sun. 

24- Adam : …………………………………………………… ? 

Batool:  Astronomers have studied the Universe for centuries.   

25- Adam : …………………………………………………… ? 

Batool :  No, the sun is a star. 
D- Find the mistakes from the underline words: 

26- The latest news of the earthquake 

survivors are very disturbing. 
27- The city is going through commercial develop. 

28- High schools offer only one math class. 

29- They wanted to know Where I had been ? 

E-Write a paragraph of no less than 80 
words on the following topic: 
30- write a letter to an organisation that 
you think could help reduce pollution in 
Syrian coasts. 

The end  Best of my wishes 

 


